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In 1995, history was made as 14 gray wolves were transported from the Canadian wilderness and

released in Yellowstone National Park. Their release marked the beginning of a landmark project to

restore wolves to an area from where they had been absent for almost 100 years. The Wolves of

Yellowstone provides the inside story of the trials and tribulations encountered during the first year

and a half of restoring wolves to Yellowstone. Written by the project leaders of the restoration effort,

it is the only book to contain the biologists' personal accounts, along with never-before-seen

photographs, field notes, historical documents, and reminiscences from key figures such as Bruce

Babbit and Dave Mech. The Wolves of Yellowstone allows readers to become completely familiar

with this historic undertaking. Mike Phillips and Doug Smith detail the capture, translocation,

acclimation, release, and tracking after release of the Yellowstone wolves. Both the 1995 and 1996

wolf releases are discussed. Given the continuing media coverage of this project and the large and

loyal following of wolf fans worldwide, The Wolves of Yellowstone promises to be a

much-sought-after reference. Also recommended: Yellowstone, A Society of Wolves, The Way of

the Wolf, The Arctic Wolf. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This book brings you right into the experience of bringing the wolves back to Yellowstone where

they belong! Find out the behind the scenes activity that brought the sight and sound of the wolf

back after an absence of over 60 years. You'll never be the same after reading this. Excellent!!



an excellent book describing the ordeal of reintroducing the wolves to Yellowstone. I recommend it

to everyone with even a slight interest in this topic

Beautiful pictures illustrates the many different wolves that were restored to yellowstone (#10,

#9etc...). Illustrates the effort the yellowstone had to put in to restore the wolf to its natural habitat.

Very interesting to the average wolf lover and those who are interested in what happened in the

1995 restoration of the wolves to yellowstoen.

Beautiful pictures, touching and moving story. About the restoration of the wolves.

Tells the story of the re introduction in text and pictures. Still relevant today. Gave it to my daughter

and teachers that were going on a wolf workshop and this was one of the books recommended.
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